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Abstract 
An algorithm previously used by the author for calculating the energy eigenvalues for a three-dimensional oscillator 
with limited range of perturbation parameters, eigenstates and accuracy is revisited and implemented in a more effective 
way to give excellent accuracy even for higher values of 2 and ~.x,.y,,,(x, y z). Fifty coefficients of renormalized 
perturbation series are calculated, in contrast o the previous works which were limited to 20 coefficients of the 
perturbation series due to computational facilities. Some of the results calculated by the inner product echnique are 
compared with results produced by other techniques. 
Keywords: Schr6dinger equation; Inner product echnique; Numerical 
1. Introduction 
The investigation ofeigenvalues has long been a fruitful and active field of research, and a variety 
of techniques have been employed to calculate nergy eigenvalues I-1-18]. 
The abundance of studies of one- and two-dimensional anharmonic eigenvalue problems does 
not carry over to three-dimensional problems and there are few reported results in the literature [6, 
13, 16, 17]. 
In this paper, extensive numerical analysis of the application of the inner product echnique to 
the anharmonic oscillators will be presented. The SchriSdinger quation describing this system is 
given by 
02 t~2 (~2 ] 
~X 2 Oy2 OZ 2 + X2 d- y2 + Z2 ._~ Vk(X ' y, Z) ~In=,ny,n,(X , y, Z) = E@.~,...z(x, y, z). (1) 
1 This research was supported in part by a research grant No. GR/K17750 from EPSR. 
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where K = 4,6 corresponds to the quartic and sextic oscillator. For the 
VK=4(x, y, z) can be expressed as 
V4(X  , y, z) = 2 [axxX 4 + aryy 4 + az~z 4 + 2axrx2y 2 + 2axzX2Z 2 + 2ayzy2z 2] 
and for the sextic oscillator VK=6(x, y, z) takes the fc n 
quartic oscillator 
(2) 
V6(X , y, z) = 2[axxx 6 + arty 6 + azzZ 6 + 6axyzxZy2z  + 3axzX4Z 2 + 3axrx4Y 2 + 3ayzy4Z 2 
+ 3ayxy4X 2 + 3azxZ4X 2 + 3azyzgy2]. (3) 
The potentials (2) and (3) are nonseparable but show a high symmetry; this cuts down the amount 
of computation required if we treat symmetry perturbation. 
The energy perturbation series is expected to be divergent, so we start by introducing a renor- 
malization parameter (fl), and write the potential in Eq. (1) in renormalized form 
Vk(x ,y ,z )=~2[x2  +y2 +z  2] + [VK(x, y, z) -- J.fl(X 2 +y2 +zZ)],  /t2 = 1 +2ft. (4) 
There are several tricks for accelerating the rate of convergence of the perturbation series such as 
Aitken's 62-process. This is a simple formula for extrapolating the partial sums of a series whose 
convergence is approximately geometric. If UM-1, UM, UM +1 are three successive partial sums, 
then an improved estimate is 
UM:  UM-  1 - -  [UM-  1 - -  UM]2[UM+I  - -  2UM + UM+~] -1 
- [UM- ,UM+,  - U~] [UM+, - 2UM + UM-1] - '  (5) 
2. Application of the inner product to the three-dimensional oscillator 
To find the recurrence relations which allow us to calculate the eigenvalues for the Schr6dinger 
equation (1) we use the reference function: 
I # x a y2 ] • (x, y, z) = (xmxym'z"') exp - ~(  --1- --~ z 2) , (6) 
where/t is a variable real oositive parameter and mx, yy, mz are nonnegative integers. The reference 
function ~(x, y, z) becomes a correct unperturbed state wave function only for special cases kt = 1 
and (mx, my, mz = 0, 1), but otherwise the general calculations involve overlap integrals between it 
and the accurate wave function O(x, y, z). It might be conjectured that the optimum choice of 
/t corresponds to some situation of maximum overlap of • with ~O; however,/~ was simply varied 
empirically to obtain the best results. The methods of calculation used by the author start from the 
equation 
EW( I ,  J, L) = (~kIHx2IyZJz2L[ 4 )  (7) 
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obtained by taking the inner product of the Schr6dinger quation (1) with the reference function (6). 
Where the W(I ,  J, L), sometimes called moments, are defined by 
W(I,  J, L) = (~l  X21y2Jz2LI ~1), (8) 
then substituting the perturbation expansions 
W(I,  J, L) = ~ W(I ,  J, L, M)2 M, (9) 
M 
E = ~ E(N)2 N (10) 
N 
into the W(I,  J, L) recurrence relation given by Eq. (7) leads to a recurrence relation for the 
coefficients. For the renormalized potential V~(x, y, z) given by Eq. (4) the relation can be written as 
M=50 
E(N)W( I ,  J, L, M - N) = axxW(I + 2, J, L, M - 1) + arrW(I, J + 2, M - 1) 
N=0 
+ azzW( I , J , L  + 2, M-1)  + 2axrW(I + I , J  + I , L ,M-1)  
+ 2axzW(I + 1, J , L  + 1, M - 1) + 2ar~W(l , J  + 1, L + 1, M - 1) 
-- f l [W( I  + 1, J , L ,M - 1) + W(I , J  + 1, L ,M - 1) + W(I , J , L  + 1, M - 1)] 
+ #[41 + 4J + 4L + 2rex + 2mr + 2m~ + 3] W(I, J, L, M) 
- 2•[2• + 2rex - 1] W(I  - 1, J, L, M) 
-2 J [2 J+2my-1]W( I , J - I , L ,M) -2L[2L+2mz-1]W( I , J , L -1 ,  M)  (11) 
and for the renormalized potential W6(x, y, z), the relation can be written as 
M=50 
E(N)W( I ,  J, L, M - N) = a~xW(I + 3, J, L, M - 1) + aryW(I, J + 3, L, M - 1) 
N=0 
+ a~W( I , J , L  + 3, M -1 )  + 6a~yzW(I + I , J  + I , L  + 1, M- l )  
+ 3a~rW(I + 2, J + 1, L, M - 1) + 3axzW(I + 2, J, L + 1, M - 1) 
+ 3arxW(I + l , J  + 2, L ,M-1)+ 3ar, W( I  , J  + 2 ,L  + I ,M-1)  
+ 3a~W( I  + I , J , L  + 2, M-1)  + 3azrW(I , J  + I , L  + 2 ,M-1)  
-- f l [W( I  + 1, J , L ,M - 1) + W(I , J  + 1, L ,M - 1) + W(I , J , L  + 1, M - 1)] 
+/~ [41 + 4J + 4L + 2m~ + 2mr + 2m~ + 3] W (I, J, L, M) 
- 21 [21 + 2m~ -- 1] W(I  - 1, J, L, M)  - 2J[2J + 2my - 1] W(I,  J - 1, L, M) 
- 2L[2L + 2m~ - 1] W(I, J, L -- 1, M). (12) 
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The unperturbed energy can be expressed as 
E(0) = #[4Sx + 4Sy + 4St + 2mx + 2my + 2mr + 3]. (13) 
For eigenstates with an even x-y-z  interchange symmetry we have 
W(I, J, L, M) = W (J, I, L, M) = W (I, L, J, M) 
= W(J, L, I, M) = W(L, J, I, M) = W(L, I, J, M) (14) 
and the initial condition imposed on the W(I, J, L, M) is given as 
W(Sx, S,, St, O) = W(Sy, Sx, St, O) = W(Sz, Sx, S,,, 0) = 1, S~ = Sy = 0; S~ = 0, 1. (15) 
The state-labelling indices S~, S r, Sz, m~, my, mt are used in Eqs. (6)-(15), to pick out the 
particular state being treated. We can indicate how they are related to the energy levels listed in 
Tables 1-5, by looking at the states (nx = 1, ny = 1, n~ = 3) and (n~ = 3, ny = 3, nz = 3). We have 
(Sx=S r=0,S~=l ,m~= 1, my= 1, m~= 1) and(Sx=Sy=S~=0,  mx=3,  my=3,  ms=3) , re -  
spectively; these values give the correct E(0) in Eq. (13). 
In case a l j  = a j l  , I ,  J = x, y, z, we exploited the interchange symmetry between the coordinates 
x-y-z,  if the eigenstates have even symmetry. But in case aij ¢ aji, I ,  J - -  X, y, z we needed to 
calculate all the elements of W(I, J, L, M), so our calculations took more time than the previous 
case. The indices are scanned in the order I, J, L, M as explained in Ref. [13] and the relations (11) 
and (12) is used to work out W(I, J, L, M) in term of lower-order elements which are already 
known. E(N) is found from the relations (11) and (12) for the special case I = Sx, J = Sy, L = St, 
and the sum of the left-hand side becomes E(N), because of the intermediate normalization 
convention W(Sx, Sy, St, 0) = 1 which we impose on the algorithm. 
Fifty coefficients of the perturbation series for the quartic and sextic oscillators for several energy 
levels were computed, according to 
5O 
E K.~,.~,.~(2) = ~ E(N)2 u, K = 4, 6. (16) 
N=0 
The convergence of perturbation series for quartic anharmonic oscillator is better than the 
convergence of sextic oscillator. However, the accuracy we obtained for the case K = 6 is 
nevertheless quite satisfactory even for higher values of 2. For the quartic and sextic perturbation 
series, we used the Aitken transformation to improve the convergence of our calculations. 
The renormalized series and power series [14] can be used to compute the energy eigenvalues for 
the Schr6dinger equation (1) in some cases. When the relationship (all = ast = 1; I, J = x, y, z) 
holds, Eq. (1) has a spherical symmetry. The energy levels are then most appropriately character- 
ized by the quantum numbers (n,,l) rather than (n~,ny, n~). Letting x =rs in0cos~b,  
y = r sin 0 sin ~b and z = r cos 0, such that r 2 = x 2 + y2 + z 2, the radial part of the Schr6dinger 
equation (1) takes the following form, after using the usual factorization: 
~,.,t.M(r, O, q~) = r- lRl(r) Yt,~t(O, q~), (17) 
l -- ~ + V(r) R,(r) = ER,(r), (18) 
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where 
V(r) = l(1 + 1)r  -2  -+- r 2 + ~.r 21, 2I = 4, 6 (19) 
and the wave functions (17) can be expressed as 
7Jr.. ~,M(r, O, 4>) = Cf,,~,Mr t exp(½rZhV~( - n~, l + ~2; r2) Yt.M(O, ~). (20) 
The normalization constant Cf..~,M can be determined from the normalization condition 
f ;  f ]  f ;~  7'f.,t,M(r, O, q~)r2 7'*t,M(r, O, 45)drsin OdOd4~ = l. (21) 
In the spherical polar coordinates, the energies of the unperturbed levels are 
El, t(2 = 0) = [4nr + 21 + 3] - 2nx + 2ny + 2nz + 3. (22) 
Here n, is called the radial quantum number. In each state the energy levels depend on the triplet 
quantum number (n~, nr, n~). The energy levels are degenerate, because of the sum 
n~ + ny + n~ = n =- 2n~ + l, (23) 
n is seen to be even or odd according as I is even or odd. The energy levels are degenerate, xcept for 
the ground state n = 0, and the degree of the degeneracy is ½(n + 1)(n + 2), which is the number of 
ways in which Eq. (23) can be satisfied by nonnegativeintegers nx, ny, n~. 
For a given value of n, the wave functions are a set of linearly independent functions, each of 
which corresponds to one of the sets of integers nx, nr, n~, which satisfy Eq. (23). 
The general solution therefore is obtained by any linear combination 
~kn(X, y, Z) = ~ Cfx, n,,f, tpfx(X)tpf,(y)q)f_f_f(z), (24) 
f ix ,  fy = 0 
where 
2 
Cfx,f.f ' = 1 
nx, f~, ~ O 
The wave functions in Eq. (24) can be expressed as 
(25) 
 nxlx, [  11/2 E 1 lj2 = H"x(x)e-(1/2)x2; q~" (Y) = 2n'ny----~ H""(Y)e-(1/2~Y2' 
H.,(z)e -a/2)z2. (26) ~of~(z) = ~ x/~J 
The eigenfunctions in the spherical coordinates for some quantum numbers (nr, 1, M) and their 
corresponding wave functions in rectangular coordinates are listed below: 
~Pf,,t.iMr(r, O, q)) = ~ Cfxf,fx~bfxf,f~(x , y, z). (27) 
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The wave function O,, , , , , . (x ,  y, z) can be expressed as 
O,x,,,,,z(x, y, z) = 2-"nx! ny! nz! e-(1/2): H" (x )H" '  (Y)H"'(z)' (28) 
q%oo = ~Uooo, (29) 
I//010 ---- 0001, (30) 
It'/011 = %//12 [0100 --T- i0olo3, (31) 
7%20 = x/~ [02oo + 00203 - ,,/~ 0o02, (32) 
~Uo2, = x//~ [0,o,  -T- i0o l , ] ,  (33) 
~'1022 = %///'~ [0020 -- 0200] "~ ix/~ 0,  lO, (34) 
~rJ030 ---- N//~001-3-0 E0201 + 0021] -- ~00003,  (35) 
~'/032 = C[0021-  0201-] "]-- iN~42 0111, (36) 
7J100 = W/~ E0002 + 0020 + 00021, (37) 
I//110 ---- N//~5 [0201 + 0021] + N//~ 0003, (38) 
I//132 = N/1~222 0041-  ~0401 -~- N//-~22 0023-  N/1~122 0 03 -T iN/1~222 [0311 -1- 0131 + 0113]" (39) 
The wave functions in the present work enable us to go easily from polar coordinate to rectangular 
coordinates. It is clear that the wave functions have either even parity or odd parity. The inner 
product technique exploits the x-y  z interchange, to simplify the calculations as mentioned 
previously; the knowledge of x-y -z  symmetry reduces the amount of computations required to do 
our calculations. 
3. Results and discussion 
The energy levels are calculated for several eigenstates over a wide range of perturbation 
parameter 2 and various values of the perturbation coefficients al j , I ,  J = x, y, z. 
In Tables 1 and 2 the values of the energy are calculated for several eigenstates for quartic 
oscillator over a wide range of 10 -2 ~< 2 ~< 10 6 and different sets values of (au; I, J = x, y, z) in 
which the potential has interchange symmetry i.e. (atj = aj~) and unsymmetry when (all # aj~). 
Also we treated another two cases; first axx = ayy = azz = a~y = ayz = axz = 1; and the second 
a.~x = ayy = azz = 1, axy = ayz = axz = 0, in which the potential 2 has spherical symmetry, and 
reduce to the three independent oscillators, respectively. For these two cases the renormalized 
series and power series techniques [14] can be used to compute the energy eigenvalues, using 
cross-checking of the results from inner product, renormalized series and power series methods to 
establish confidence in the accuracy of the inner product method. 
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Table 1 
Eigenvalues of E,xn,n" for the quartic anharmonic oscillator for eigenstates with even parity and mixed parity, for several 
sets of perturbation parameters, for the case of symmetry and unsymmetry perturbations 
2 axx=arr = ½, az~ = 1, axr= 1, ax = ½, arz=¼ 
Eooo Eloo Eolo Eool 
0.01  3.0233388142972 5.0525536194629 5.0501470648231 5.0596459377874 
0.1 3.2059673952784 5.4501821125258 5.4315938805279 5.500927842698 
1.0 4.225665659 7.5059582492 7.4269346297 7.697074258 
10 7.484231499 13.71080386 13.50150016 14.189601576 
102 15.312412l 28.3244217 27.8510683 29.39152772 
103 32.6059313 60.4513311 59.4205941 62.7673287 
5000 55.6363614 103.1931231 101.4271758 107.1587033 
104 70.0685679 129.9722262 127.7464439 134.9698252 
105 150.8750996 279.8930229 275.0953353 290.6637106 
106 325.0119911 602.9538365 592.6164243 626.1602918 
2 Exlo Elol Eoll E l t l  
0 .01  7.0983120355287 7.0982647156508 7.0911436850959 9.1485698896325 
0.1 7.8124214155826 7.81063048844 7.75890596284 10.19964265645 
1 11.228130521 11.214458611 11.009559254 15.0110985737 
10 21.041371564 21.000045133 20.474126884 28.491601706 
102 43.79523119 43.699117941 42.51907704 59.51458576 
103 93.63238101 93.42183527 90.85678926 127.34409478 
5000 159.88562861 159.52451358 155.13126358 217.4840354 
104 201.38908984 200.93384945 195.39698221 273.9469473 
105 433.72371208 432.74216629 420.80839776 590.0115311 
106 934.35770269 932.24199759 906.52917427 1271.0534472 
2 axx = ayy = a~z = 0.75, axy = azz = ayz = 0.8 
Eooo Eloo = Eolo = Eool Ello = Eoll = Elol EI lt  
0 .01  3.0282897914574 5.0655388655790 7.1177066371203 9.18448553645157 
0.1 3.2452247957147 5.5465977980419 7.94807641172 10.44013517086 
1 4.39928003702 7.89119552468 11.73124798563 15.86229046606 
10 7.952361239 14.7034973516 22.3007173787 30.586935607 
102 16.376030058 30.553580679 46.602906835 64.167265907 
10 3 34.92438851 65.29764912 99.72668447 137.43414746 
5000 59.60929333 111.49384246 170.32085202 234.75835042 
104 75.07619437 140.43378584 214.54007122 295.7162099 
105 161.6695958 302.44129593 462.06649934 636.92634922 
106 348.2707646 651.5370416 995.4242876 1372.1350278 
axx = art = azz = 0.4, axr = a~,z = arz = 0.35 
Eooo Exoo = Eolo = Eool Ell  0 = Eol 1 = Elo 1 E l l l  
0 .01  3.0141042892682 5.0327896202466 7.058228514251 9.09035537222325 
0.1 3.130189422893 5.2953670178521 7.513386888256 9.78111751803632 
1 3.8689061253 6.8369736154 10.0271512376 13.4101243279 
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Table 1 (contd.) 
10 6.492341997 11.929522338 17.9430381804 24.4407989558 
102 13.040507043 24.291431617 36.8364721008 50.460430015 
10 3 27.64466301 51.66733796 78.503142497 107.68029682 
5000 47.13186460 88.14299365 133.97228851 183.81047661 
104 59.34850954 111.00303803 168.7299626 231.50904735 
105 127.76484971 239.00437429 363.3319137 498.5766052 
10 6 275.2156934 514.8522675 592.616424 1072.984638 
Table 2 
Eigenvalues ofE.~.~.o f r the quartic anharmonic oscillator for several eigenstates with even parity and mixed parity, for 
several sets of perturbation parameters, for the case of the symmetry perturbation 
2 axx = ayy = azz = axy  = axz  - -  ayz  = 1 a 
EooE(n  r = 1, I = 0) Ell3(nr = 1,/ = 3) E222(n  r = 0, l = 6) EE24(n  r = 1,1 = 6) 
0 .01  7.178573180700 13.533887531207 15.58982696329 20.0341191070960 
0.1 8.352677825785 16.653803596296 19.05703777461 25.6103582561685 
1.0 13.156803898049 27.898417760008 31.68298151279 44.3774891425226 
10 25.806276215055 56.024763818340 63.43829064421 90.1674387458576 
102 54.385291571603 118.764198277504 134.38116837766 191.6857624668670 
l03 116.603198937293 254.965910609881 288.44567970302 411.7746648424479 
5000 199.213444957880 435.706027712865 492.90426700685 703.7537372228327 
l04 250.950743891712 548.887444265692 620.94026100178 886.5842252709015 
105 540.534771023787 1182.347178149162 1337.54443974532 1909.8290393261813 
106 I164.490130182643 2547.199273422605 2881.54500729381 4114.4818183470758 
2 axx = ayy  = az: = 0.65, a~ r = axz = ay~ = 0.45 
Eoo2 El 13 E222 E224 
0 .01  7.1038364217541 13.298690616492 15.32489311387 19.5757133621929 
0.1 7.8591469673346 15.298412117709 17.51621565486 23.1950304120520 
1 11.447698630376 23.6884574274 26.8445111817 37.28529194 
10 21.643264805 46.09162997 51.9778507736 73.69282325 
102 45.167429605 96.92738189 109.1633526107 155.59614644 
10 3 96.625624117 207.7134404 233.8659435811 333.7408352 
5000 165.01554211 354.8413905 399.4967839677 570.2306201 
104 207.85517786 446.9888542 503.2354257427 718.3345099 
105 447.66254562 962.7686159 1083.9030000436 1547.2852007 
10 6 964.391080 2074.110847 2335.0659935343 3333.376563 
axx=ary=azz= 1,axy=axz=ayz=0 
Eooo Eloo Elio Elxl 
0 .01  3.0221210162441 5.0512726486761 7.080424281108 9.1095759135401 
0.1 3.1958565286311 5.4374430322403 7.679029535849 9.9206160394587 
1 4.17705492457 7.43351598728 10.689977049947 13.94643811261 
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Table 2 (contd.) 
293 
10 7.347522217 13.497351599 19.647180981 25.7970103644 
102 14.998252634 27.829027805 40.659802976 53.4905781474 
103 31.91936613 59.366410881 86.81345563 114.26050038 
5000 54.45930302 101.332411617 ~48.20552021 195.07862881 
104 68.58482661 127.62653469 180.66824776 245.70995085 
l0 s 147.6763427 274.8355181 401.99469355 529.1538689 
106 318.1194877 592.0559777 865.9924672 1139.9289574 
2 axx = art = a~z = 1, axr = axz = ayz = 0 ax~ = art = a= = 0.75, a~y = ax~ = ay~ = 0.5 
Eo02 El l3  E333 E335 
0.01 7.1086864769051 13.251623789719 21.67724744932 26.045722331791 
0.1 7.8785302879210 14.966421852091 25.86469531090 32.104989200465 
1 11.4397532408 22.45442930664 41.90478729820 53.829570107 
10 21.5342696366 43.0042831246 83.08267372725 108.11828270 
102 44.872819352 90.045677003 175.56132582714 229.20272997 
10 3 95.960981622 192.776865855 376.63133730783 492.0616574 
5000 163.86962541 329.265864162 643.53426763371 840.8751966 
104 206.40913035 414.757377796 810.68209017014 1059.3058715 
105 444.54055421 893.30401703 1746.2154755492 2281.8298007 
106 957.661899 1924.44276815 3761.946522006 4915.878971 
a The results with all digits are power series calculations and those with underlines correspond to inner product 
technique. 
It should be pointed out that the energy levels characterized by (nx, n r, n~) with nx, n r and 
nz having different parity, i.e. (odd-even-even) or (odd-odd-even) remain tripletly degenerate and 
unsplit as 2 is varied from the value of zero. We note this important and interesting feature for the 
case in which the potential has interchange symmetry i.e. (a~j = a jl), but when (a~j # aj~) the 
energy levels split as 2 increases from zero value. The energy levels show this behaviour 
(Eloo = Eolo = Eoo0 and (Ello = Elol = Eol 1). The results converge very well for higher values 
of 2. 
Calculations for higher values of (n~, nr, n~ = 4-102) for the quartic oscillator V~=4(x ,  y,  z) are 
listed in Table 3 for different values of perturbation parameters. For the case of isotropic 
perturbation (spherical symmetry), we can use the renormalized series (hypervirial and renormaliz- 
ation parameter) [14-1 and inner product techniques to handle our calculations, but the renor- 
malized series technique seems more effective than inner product technique. 
In Table 4, we used the inner product technique to calculate the eigenvalues for sextic oscillator 
for several eigenstates with even parity such as Eooo, El11, Eoo2, ELI3, E222, E224, E333 and E335 
and mixed parity E~oo, Eo~o, Eool, El~o, Elol,  Eoll over a wide range of 10 -2 ~< ). ~< 10 6 for 
several cases. 
As suggested by the referee, comparison with the results of other methods [2, 3, 7, 14, 15] has 
been made in Table 5 for the quartic oscillator VK=4(x ,  y, z), for various values of 2 and several 
sets of eigenfunctions, for two special cases, i.e. axx = ay r = a= = 1, axr = arz = ax~ = 0 and 
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Table 3 
Eigenvalues of the quartic anharmonic oscillator for eigenstates with high state numbers, for the case of symmetry 
perturbation. The numbers in the brackets correspond to (2, a::, ats, I, J = x, y, z) 
nx n r nz (103,1,1) (l, nr) (103,1,½) (104, 12, 13) 
4 4 4 621.162127089154 a (12, 0) 548.74253242394 982.6674321416 
4 4 6 769.787845557330 (12, 1) 679.7873427 1217.710584 
5 5 5 808.556587229467 (15, 0) 712.945964485557 1277.79571883757 
5 5 7 967.133392311247 (15, 1) 852.538202 1528.3298327 
10 10 10 1898.62270403577 (30, 0) 1667.02553197551 2993.54313881566 
10 10 12 2094.48035632384 (30, 1) 1838.8209 3302.306 
11 11 il 2141.68771581674 (33, 0) 1879.64782619183 3376.014496359 
11 11 13 2343.49175868471 (33, 1) 2056.5972 3694.0836 
15 15 15 3181.39921701574 (45, 0) 2788.915384 5011.8363901 
15 15 17 3404.06575184962 (45, 1) 2983.97266 5362.5841 
20 20 20 4611.25486141008 (60, 0) 4039.032826 7261.1839024 
20 20 22 4855.47969745698 (60, 1) 4252.83206 7645.73315 
25 25 25 6162.76358879973 (75, 0) 5395.2675 9701.6986 
25 25 27 6425.29407687381 (75, 1) 5624.9979 10114.966 
30 30 30 7819.29808859630 (90, 0) 6843.1439 12307.2738 
30 30 32 8097.88565689341 (90, 1) 7086.858 12745.746 
33 33 33 8858.55261434736 (99, 0) 7751.4335 13941.8757 
33 33 35 9145.94844295622 (99, 1) 8002.8215 14394.176 
40 40 40 11402.7879179137 (120, 0) 9974.9135 17943.489 
40 40 42 11708.8174865642 (120, 1) 10242.588 18425.135 
50 50 50 15295.7932435371 (150, 0) 13376.872 24066.266 
50 50 52 15625.1607687078 (150, 1) 13664.85 24584.485 
75 75 75 26130.5168540061 (225, 0) 22844.12 41106.06 
75 75 77 26507.0115514317 (225, 1) 23173.21 41698.32 
100 100 I00 38249.2163186145 (300, 0) 33432.59 60164.63 
I00 100 102 38663.3061571427 (300, 1) 33794.48 60815.98 
a The results with all digits are hypervirial calculations, and those with underlines correspond to inner product technique. 
axx  = a , r  = azz  = ax  r = arz  = axz  = 1. Such comparison shows that the present technique is highly 
accurate. 
It is important to point out that the renormalization parameter fl has played the important role 
to converge our calculations. The best fl values in this calculation has been obtained by numerical 
search, so our calculation reveals the importance of finding the best values of the renormalization 
parameter. The general consideration governing our choice is that, as 2 increases the value of 
/3 decreases. It should be mentioned that the range of fl values in these calculations is found by the 
numerical search, i.e. ( f l=  150 at 2 = 10 -2 and ~ = 0.06 at 2 = 106). To select the correct 
convergence nergy we require stability of the results with respect to the small variations of fl at 
given value 2, and this picture is very clear in the Table 6. 
Aitken extrapolation is used; it seems that such extrapolation improves the convergence of the 
perturbation series and gives extra digits of accuracy. 
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Table 4 
Eigenvalues of of E...~., for the sextic anharmonic oscillator for eigenstates with even parity and mixed parity, for several 
sets of perturbation parameters, for the case of symmetry and unsymmetry perturbations 
axx = ary = azz = axy = axz = arz = 1 a 
E l l ln ,  = 0, E l l3 r / r  = 1, E222nr  = 0, E224nr  = 1, E333H r = 0, Es35nr = 1, 
/=3  l=3 l----6 l=6  l=9 l=9 
0.01 10.0114707 15.844217 17.965209 24.924188 26.936939 34.921815 
0.1 13.1074737 22.631658 25.250337 37.112076 39.593270 53.444703 
!.0 20.3386103 36.920192 40.832067 61.724785 65.458759 89.958356 
10 34.4296724 63.745266 70.263188 107.321335 113.568654 157.073762 
102 60.2355906 112.276174 123.616677 189.466336 200.352944 277.684535 
103 106.5567279 199.049399 219.074646 336.146172 355.379912 492.879129 
5000 159.1255188 297.415313 327.305936 502.358231 531.071289 736.673757 
104 189.1728904 353.622749 389.153639 597.324129 631.456347 875.958346 
105 336.2251897 628.647300 691.786371 1061.963027 1122.619854 1557.407098 
106 597.8027476 1117.780214 1230.055874 1888.328545 1996.170952 2769.340993 
2 axx = ayr = azz = 0.6, axr = axz = arz = axrz = arx = azx = azr = 0.8 
Eooo Eloo Et lo El 11 Eoo2 E1 t3 
0.01 3.0806234 5.2248399 7.4689857 9.8189224 7.6024733 
0.1 3.47974 6.17925 9.20928 12.53884 9.70704 
1 4.7389 8.8519 13.6874 19.1344 14.8644 
10 7.524 14.447 22.739 32.164 25.0415 
102 12.855 24.945 39.520 56.t34 43.741 
1000 22.561 43.938 69.758 99.221 77.339 
5000 33.621 65.542 104.115 148.141 115.48 
104 39.95 77.89 123.76 176.106 137.28 
105 70.96 138.38 219.91 312.975 243.99 
106 126.13 246.01 390.98 556.48 433.81 
15.364067 
21.44817 
34,5823 
59,447 
104.552 
185,267 
276,789 
329,088 
585,004 
1040,18 
2, ax,, = art = azz = 0.5, axr = a:,z = ayz = axrz = ar~ = az~ = azr = 0.75 
E222 E224 E333 E335 E444 E446 
0.01 17.348574 23.808119 25.822002 33.205319 35.137839 43.36994 
0.1 23.6851 34.566 36.9974 49.714 52.064 66.401 
1 37.701 56.84 60.421 82.867 86.399 111.79 
10 64.484 98.37 104.358 144.23 150.102 195.19 
10 z 113.218 173.42 183.829 254.69 264.922 345.07 
103 200.512 307.71 325.914 451.9 469.98 612.47 
5000 299.522 459.57 486.98 675.4 702.35 915.47 
104 356.104 546.44 579.01 803.1 835.12 1088.56 
105 632.99 971.45 1029.33 1427.7 1484.72 1935.4 
106 1125.49 1727.3 1830.27 2538.7 2640.05 3441.4 
2 axx = 1, ay r = 0.4, a~z = 0.5, axy = axz = ayz = l, axyz = 0.25, ayx = azx = azr = 1 
Eooo E1oo Eolo Eool E l lo  Elol Eol l  
0.01 3.08881 5.27291 5.22887 6.18995 7.51927 7.525917 7.488395 
0.1 3.51421 6.35472 6.18995 6.22161 9.37063 9.39347 9.27217 
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Table 4 (contd.) 
1 4.8253 9.2598 8.8705 8.9486 14.0399 14.0919 13.8254 
10 7.696 15.239 14.478 14.633 23.4091 23.509 23.0021 
102 13.173 26.395 24.998 25.285 40.7362 40.919 39.997 
103 23.133 46.539 44.032 44.546 71.937 72.265 70.613 
5000 34.48 69.436 65.71 66.45 107.378 107.86 105.38 
104 40.96 82.535 78.06 78.98 127.63 128.22 125.28 
105 72.76 146.644 138.68 140.32 226.82 227.86 222.62 
106 129.35 260.69 246.53 249.45 403.26 405.11 305.79 
aThe results with all digits are power series calculations and those with underlines correspond to inner product 
technique. 
Table 5 
Comparison of some eigenvalues of the quartic anharmonic oscillator which have been calculated by the inner product 
technique with those calculated by other techniques 
axx = ayy = azz = 1, axx = (lyy ~ azz ~ 0 
2 nx ny nz Inner product Other techniques Reference nos. and 
techniques 
10 4 
0 0 0 4.17705492457 4.17705492 
1 0 0 7.43351598728 7.4335159 [2] 
1 1 0 10.68997704995 10.6899769 Finite difference 
1 1 1 13.94643811261 13.94643804 
0 0 2 11.4397532408 11.43975313 
1 1 3 22.45442930664 22.45442878 
0 0 0 68.58482661 68.584826610817 
1 0 0 127.62653469 127.626534693829 [3] 
1 1 0 186.66824776 186.668247768414 Iterative 
1 1 1 245.70995085 245.709950859853 
0 0 2 206.40913035 206.409130352256 
1 1 3 414.75737779 414.757377798281 
axx  = ayy = azz  = 1, axy  = axz  = arz = 1 
0.1 
10 3 
0 0 0 3.306872013152912 3.3068720131529 
1 0 0 5.67868266321760 5.6786826632176 [15] 
1 1 0 8.16500643749319 8.1650064374931 Finite difference 
1 1 1 10.75419968172118 10.7541996817211 
0 0 2 8.35267782578574 8.3526778257857 
1 1 3 16.65380359629614 16.6538035962961 
0 0 0 38.086833459 38.086833459382 
1 0 0 71.217716631 71.217716631614 [14] 
1 1 0 108.595258738 108.595258738190 Hypervirial 
1 1 1 149.4390455807 149.439045580769 
0 0 2 116.603198937 116.603198937293 
1 1 3 254.965910609 254.965910609881 
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Table 5 (contd.) 
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10 4 
0 0 0 81.90331695328 81.903316 
1 0 0 153.2086718262 153.20866 
1 1 0 233.6725859877 233.67258 
1 1 1 321.6103015357 321.610302 
0 0 2 250.950743891 250.950744 
1 1 3 548.88744426 548.88744 
[7] 
Matrix diagonalization 
Table 6 
Convergence for some eigenvalues for (n~,ny, n,) for the quartic anharmonic oscillator for the case 
ax~ = ayy = a~ = axy = axz = ayz = 1 for 2 = 0.1, 10, 100, 1000 with various values of the renormalization para- 
meter ft. The results with all digits correspond to inner product echnique with Aitken extrapolation and those with 
underlines correspond to inner product echnique only 
2 (0, O, O) fl (1, 1, 1) fl (1, 1, 3) fl 
3.30 0.5 10.754 5 16.6 5 
3.3068 2 10.75419968 10 16.6538 10 
0.1 3.30687201 6 10.754199681721179 15 16.6538035962 14 
3.3068720131529 10 10.75419968172118 20 16.6538035962961 20 
3.30687201315291 20 10.7541996817 40 16.6538035962 30 
0.5 1 56.0 2.5 
8.599 1.5 33.09584 3 56.02476381 4.5 
10 8.59900345 2.8 33.0958425157 4 56.024763818 5 
8.59900345457 4.0 33.09584251572 5 56.024763 5.5 
8.599003454 5.0 33.09584 10 56.0248 10 
0.5 0.5 0.5 
17.83019 1 69.7 I 119,0 1 
100 17.830192715 1.5 69.709278 1.5 118.764 1.5 
17.8301927159 2 69.70927888760 2 118.76419827 2 
17.83019271 2.5 69.709278887 2.5 118.764198 2.5 
17.8302 5 69.70928 5 118.764 5 
2 (2,2,2) /~ (3,3,3) /~ (4,4,4) fl 
1000 
0.5 0.5 0.5 
288.4456797030 1 446.9931841 1 621.162 1 
288.44567970302 1.2 446.99318410212 1.2 621.162127089 1.2 
288.445679703 1.5 446.9931841021 1.5 621.16212708915 1.5 
288.445679 2 446.993184102 2 621.162127089 2 
288.44567 3 446.9931 3 621.16212 3 
In  o rder  to improve  the convergence  of  our  ca lcu lat ions  which  are produced  by the inner  
p roduct ,  we must  increase the order  of  the e lements o f  coeff icients W(I, J, L, M), and this requires 
high memory  but  we can  on ly  manage to increase the d imens ions  of  the e lements  (I, J ,  L, M)  up to 
50, and  due to this s i tuat ion we require more  t ime than  the prev ious  works  [-13, 16-1 to deal with our  
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calculations. We want to remark on one aspect of our calculations: It is clear that the inner product 
technique is capable of dealing with any eigenstate has even symmetry, with quantum numbers 
(nr = 0, 1; 3/; ! = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... ). However,  from a practical view point handling even symmetry 
eigenstates i perferable, because it is simpler, and their computat ion is more quickly performed 
than unsymmetry  eigenstates, and requires less memory.  To modify and extend the inner product  
technique to handle other values of (nr, l) is under investigation. 
We performed special internal checking calculation for the case axx = art = azz = x//-2, axy = 
arz = axz = 2, for which the quartic perturbat ion can be written in the alternative form 
V4(x, y, z) = [x 2 + y2 + z2] + 2[-x 4 + y4 + z4] + 2)L2[xZy2 + X2Z2 _]_ y2z2], (40) 
with 2 = x/~. This leads to an inner product  perturbat ion calculation with/ l  and ,~2 terms, so that 
terms of various orders of 2 become differently mixed together in the energy series. 
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